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ABSTRACT

Li, Bing. M.S.M.E., Purdue University, August 2016. A Study of Fracture Mechanisms
and Related Quantifications in 3D Printed Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polylactic Acid
Composites. Major Professor: Ganesh Subbarayan, School of Mechanical Engineering;
Vikas Tomar, School of Aeronautics and Astronautics Engineering.
In this research, a study on fracture mechanism is carried out for single side cracked 3D
printed panel under tension. The purpose of this project is to reveal specialties of fracture
behavior in 3D printed structure and provide guidance on safety design of parts and
structures manufactured by fused deposition molding.
In the introduction session, comparison between thermoplastic and thermoset polymers is
provided, and strength for thermoplastic material to be used in aerospace and astronautics
industry is summarized. For those manufacturing methods compared in this research,
fused deposition molding possess strength in time efficiency and capacity of
manufacturing structures and parts with complicated geometry, which is suitable for the
increasingly popular personalized manufacturing.
For quantification of mechanical property of 3D printed sheet, structure parameters
(normal and shear stiffness) are used as Young’s modulus of homogenized material for
numerical simulation purpose. For simplification of structure property description, plane
stress assumption and orthotropic symmetry are proved for the structure. Size effect on
structure stiffness is also discussed.
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For description of Poisson’s effect, microscope observation of transverse deformation is
carried out.
Finally, panel with single side crack is loaded under tension, and crack propagation is
investigated under microscope. Bridging is observed at crack rear region and its effect on
resistance of structure to fracture is discussed. Load- displacement relation from
experiment is compared with prediction from numerical method with homogenized
material property derived before to verity the strategies used. Critical energy release rate
of the panel is evaluated with J- integral.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

For machine and structure design, the main purpose is to satisfy safety requirement, limit
cost of manufacturing and maintenance, and provide better performance under the
restriction of design criterion. Most of the cases, improvement of a machine is typically
provided by improvements in manufacturing procedure and material property, despite
innovations in structure and component. Throughout the development of Mechanical
Engineering, innovation in structure and component design in terms of function is rather
rare compared with improvements in manufacturing technique and material science. Over
the past 50 years, composite materials and series of novel manufacturing techniques have
been increasingly popular and have brought in significant performance improvement of
machine system and structure.
The use of composite materials has been well accepted in the astronautics and automotive
industry for decades, and is now experiencing rapid development in terms of material
performance and cost. Since the very beginning of civilization, humans started to use
composites including block made of clay and straw for superior mechanical performance.
In 20th century, with the development of astronautics and automotive industry, request on
composites and ceramic composites. For reinforcement, most commonly fiber and
particle are used, and there are cases where metal bar, wire and mesh are also used in
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materials. Among numerous kinds of composite materials, polymer based fiber reinforced
composite is of high interest in both industry and academic research due to its uniqueness
including high specific modulus and strength, flexibility in mechanical property and
manufacturing process, and satisfying chemical resistance and stability. One of the initial
purpose of utilization of polymer based composites is to reduce weight of structure, and
this has been proved to be particularly successful.
The most important option in the structure weight reduction strategy is the use of
lightweight materials, namely fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP)[1], and it has successfully
became one important engineering material. Usage of fiber reinforced polymer
successfully reduced weight of vertical stabilizer of Air Bus 380 by 400 kg[2]. Being one
of the most popular choice of reinforcement in composite, production volume of carbon
fiber was estimated at 67,071 metric tons in 2012 globally and is forecasted to have
significant growth of 8% per year on average until 2020 to 121,896 metric tons[3].
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Figure 1.1. Application of Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composites in Air Bus 380[2].
Although carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) has potential to improve performance
of products in automotive and aerospace industry, most of CFRP that is manufactured is
not used for these purposes. Carbon Composites e.V. carried out an analysis of demand
of CFRP based on different applications, and it could be found that the biggest consumer
of CFRP is in wind energy industry, where CFRP is ideal choice of material for turbine
blade. Therefore, there is still potential to be explored for FRP to be applied in
automotive and aerospace industry. It should be certain that with improvement in
material manufacturing and more investigation into mechanical property, FRP will
provide more reliable and satisfying performance.
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Figure 1.2. Global Demand of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Composite in 2011[4].
Despite being successful, application of fiber reinforced polymers raised demand for
high-performance, low cost polymeric composites, which is now raising new challenges.
In particular, exciting new possibilities are being investigated for developing composite
materials with discontinuous fibers of short length[5]. Short-fiber- reinforced polymer
(SFRP) composites are very attractive because of their ease of fabrication, economy, and
superior mechanical properties[6].
1.2

Thermoplastic and Thermoset Composite: Comparison and Choice

Today, vast majority of polymer based composite materials for application in aerospace
industry are based on thermoset plastics, especially in the United States and Europe.
Thermoset plastic is providing outstanding stability in environment where temperature
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cycling is a significant consideration in structure design. However, there are cases in
applications of vehicle and aerospace industry where temperature changes of structure are
not significant and highest temperature the component (structure) is to go through will
not be a threat for structure safety, such as bumper, chassis, flap, access panel, and cabin
structures. In these application, it is possible for thermoplastic based composite to be
applied.
The main difference between thermoset and thermoplastic polymer lies in whether the
material will be softened and melted when enough heating is applied. For thermoset
plastic, when material comes into form from a liquid to a solid, chemical reaction,
namely curing, is the key factor that form the small chains within the structure. On the
contrary, thermoplastic material is typically capable of yielding comparably long
molecule chains and the curing process is reversible. Summary of comparison of main
characters of these two groups of plastics is provided below.
Table 1.1. Comparison of Thermoplastic and Thermoset Plastics.
Thermoset

Thermoplastic

More resistant to high temperature

Highly recyclable

environment
High design flexibility

Remolding (reshaping) capability

Cost effective for non- recycling condition

Cost effective for recycling condition

Difficult for post surface finishing

Options for hard crystalline or rubbery
surface

High level of dimensional stability

High chemical resistance
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Thermoset material has been under successful research since the middle of twentieth
century, and this makes both the database and material processing reliable. Comparing
with thermoset plastic, thermoplastic material is with possibility of improvement. Also,
the fact that thermoplastic material is recyclable also makes it drawing increasing
attention nowadays. Since curing of thermoplastic material is controlled by temperature,
any manufacturing technique that is utilizing heating as energy source can be applied to
thermoplastic composite, including thermofolding, press-forming, creep-forming and
laser based manufacturing, etc. This makes thermoplastic composite more flexible in
terms of manufacturing.
Offringa A. R. and his fellow carried out a detailed research on practical manufacturing
methods for continuous fiber reinforced composites, and this research evaluated the value
of remolding capability of thermoplastic material[7], and it turned out that in terms of
economic effectiveness, thermoplastic composite is a suitable choice when compared
with conventional metallic materials.
With more advanced manufacturing techniques commercialized, the future of
thermoplastic composite is promising. One of additive manufacturing techniques, fused
deposition molding, is drawing attention of industry due to its potential for manufacturing
structure and component with specific demand, and thermoplastic polymer is the main
choice of material for fused deposition molding. This will be discussed in detail in next
section.
1.3

Fused Deposition Molding and 3D Printing Technique

Recently, development of advanced manufacturing method provides possibility of
meeting strict requirements on complicity and dimension (resolution) of parts and
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structures. Among these advanced manufacturing methods, additive manufacturing is
distinguished from traditional manufacturing techniques such as casting and machining
by its ability to handle complex shapes with great design flexibility and without the
typical waste[7]. With additive manufacturing, complex parts can easily be built in
reasonable timeframes[8]. In the following table, one of additive manufacturing method,
fused deposition molding (FDM) is compared with other manufacturing methods
typically used for thermoplastic polymers.
Table 1.2. Comparison of Manufacturing Methods for Thermoplastic Polymers.
Mechanism

Finish Detail

Geometry of
Application
Disadvantage

Advantage

FDM
Injection Moulding
Extrusion Moulding
Polymer pellet melted and come into form during solidification
Similar as injection
moulding, geometry
Excellent surface finish,
Rough finish surface,
tolerance can reach µm
geometry tolerance can
layer height> 0.5* nozzle
reach 50µm for laminate level, strongly dependent
diameter
on mold material, part
and thin wall structure
material and geometry
Restricted by overhang
Long continuous shape,
Sheet and thin wall
angle and nozzle
including pipes, tubes,
structure
diameter (resolution)
fiber and hoses
Poor surface finish ,
High start-up cost, long
High tooling cost and
slow printing and weak leading time and limited
demolding difficulty
layer bounding
geometry
Suitable for prototyping,
Broad material selection, high volume high tolerance,
freedom in design
surface finish
(geometry)

It can be found that for tradition al manufacturing methods, granules are melted into
liquid and forced through a die, entering mold for forming, while in FDM, manufacturing
method works by laying down melted material in layers. For the content in the table
above, it should be noticed that the information is not contractual; these are typical
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specifications for process selection purposes. Actual specifications depend on machine,
machine manufacturer, material selection and many other issues.
Except for FDM, there are several methods of additive manufacturing have been under
research including ink-writing, photo-polymerization, laser melting, etc. Comparing
methods in terms of cost, efficiency and dimension capability, fused deposition modeling
is one of the promising methods for manufacturing of industrial products. Most desktop
3D printers are based on FDM theory. Since FDM technology was commercialized in
1990 by Stratasys Inc., 3D printing has been increasingly popular for prototyping and
many other purpose.

Figure 1.3. Timeline of 3D printing Since 1984.
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Figure 1.4. Demonstration of FDM and Simple 3D Printer.
In FDM, material is laid down in layers corresponding to additive manufacturing
principle. Filament or wire is used for production. As material is being melted by heater
embedded in nozzle, printing platform is controlled by X, Y and Z stage and carry out
corresponding movement in three directions. A summary of necessary process in FDM
based 3D printing is listed as following.
Table 1.3. Summary of FDM Based 3D Printing Process.
Process

Tool/ Material

Output

Part Design

CAD Software

CAD Model of Product

Slicing

3D Printing Slicing

Gcode File

Software
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Table 1.3. Continued.
Pre-heating and Printer

3D Printer

Check

Suitable Printing
Environment

Extrusion

Filament, CAM Software

Laying up Structure

Cooling

-

Final Product

For FDM technology, based on the its fast development of it, it is convincing that 3D
printed parts and structures will be capable of replacing those manufactured by traditional
manufacturing methods where service environment is suitable for thermoplastic material.
Despite traditional usage of in prototyping, 3D printing technique is being applied in
rapid manufacturing for maintenance, custom manufacturing such as in medical tissue
manufacturing.
One limit of FDM is that since structure is manufactured by keep extruding melted
material and extrusion velocity is limited by capability of heater and nozzle diameter, it is
commonly believed that FDM is not suitable for large scale manufacturing. When
extruding speed is increased beyond a threshold, there will be a significant drop in
structure performance due to partial melted material and void that is not excluded from
material during short heating and extruding procedure. Thus, generally FDM is more
practical for prototyping where it can still hold advantage over other manufacturing
techniques in terms of efficiency.
With development of FDM technique, this stereotype is being changed. Oak ridge
national laboratory has claimed to be capable of building structures meters in size at rates
between 5 and 50kg/ hour using a combination of extrusion and robotic deposition
technology[9]. With theory of control, there is possibility for fused deposition
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manufacturing to be used for full scale end to use parts in automotive and astronautics
industry with suitable manufacturing velocity.

Figure 1.5. Large Scale Extrusion System for Vehicle Build[8].

Figure 1.6. Uses of 3D Printers at Commercial Organizations in 2014[9].
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Figure 1.7. Reason for Not Using 3D Printers at Commercial Organizations in 2014[9].
From the chart above, it is obvious that in most situation where 3D printing is not used,
the main concern is about directly related business and project, which is to do with the
capability of 3D printing. Considering 3D printing is successful in prototyping now, the
improvement on this issue should come from enabling 3D printing to manufacture part
for end-use. 3D printing has not been used for final product widely mainly due to
deviation in mechanical property among parts which results in unexpected failure and
limited strength, stiffness, etc.
For deviation among parts created under same manufacturing condition, it is mainly
related with control theory, and is beyond the topic of this project. For mechanical
property improvement, it can come from upgrade of material for 3D printing.
Traditionally, FDM uses polymer filament as material source. Several types of
thermoplastic polymer available for 3D printing includes ABS, PLA, Nylon, PET, etc.
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Based on different mechanical property of polymer, a general guide for material selection
is provided as following.
Table 1.4. Material Guide for 3D Printing.
Typical Extruder
Material
Temperature/ °C
PLA
ABS
Nylon
PET

170-220
200-240
235-275
230-260

Typical Printing
Warping
Chemical
Strength Stiffness
Platform
Cost
Behavior
Resistance
Temperature/ °C
20-60
++
+
+
+
20-60
+
+
60-80
++
+++
++
++
50-70
+++
++
++
++

Despite of manufacturing of “pure” polymer part, FDM would allow for manufacturing
of fiber and particle reinforced composite when length and aspect ratio of fiber, radius of
particle and volume ratio are controlled. This is different from traditional composite
manufacturing methods. For manufacturing methods including traditional composite
layup, which are typically limited to laminate preparation, the procedure is time
consuming and fiber is typically with large aspect ratio, which will limit the design of
structure in terms of geometry flexibility. For manufacturing methods including injection
molding, pre-preg is needed and its quality is crucial for mechanical property of
composite. Preparation of pre-preg is a time consuming process with high labor cost. In
FDM, there is little preparation needed, including checking printing platform level and
heating nozzle and platform. With these preparations finished, the whole manufacturing
process is controlled by controlling system of FDM system, and no particular inspection
is needed during manufacturing. Also, in FDM, structure that is manufactured is typically
with satisfying geometry and surface finish is usually acceptable, which eliminates most
of post processing.
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The practice of applying FDM to carbon fiber reinforced composite brings up the need of
investigation on mechanical behavior of 3D printed CFRP structure, since this has not
been widely investigated yet. As a novel manufacturing method, FDM prepared
structures display significantly different behavior as structures prepared by traditional
manufacturing methods, and different failure behavior requests for enough support from
experiment for prediction of behavior of FDM manufactured composite parts in service.
1.4

3D Print for Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polymer- Problem Objective

In this section, an outline is provided for the project, including the problem of interest
and scope.
For basic mechanical property investigation, stiffness (Young’s modulus) and Poisson’s
ratio are most common output, and they are essential for further research including
experiment and simulation. Based on complex nature of 3D printed structure, parameters
for description of stiffness and Poisson effect of 3D printed structure is forwarded and
measured. The difference in behavior of 3D printed structure compared with typical
engineering material is discussed, for convenience of utilization of concepts in
anisotropic elasticity and application of results of this project. Typical failure of 3D
printed parts is summarized and evaluation method for structure strength is forwarded
with discussion of some current research works.
For experiment part, four kinds of experiments were carried out to fully derive
compliance matrix for the structure. A side cracked panel was applied with tensile
loading for study of Mode- I critical energy release rate of 3D printed structure. With
compliance matrix derived, a simulation of the panel fracture was carried out with
ABAQUS to verify the experiment result of compliance matrix. Discussion of
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significance of this work is provided in next chapter and relation between different
experiments and simulation is to be discussed in corresponding section.
A summary of this project can be provided in terms of a three- step objective:
1.

Measure structure parameter for description of mechanical behavior.

2.

Discuss and analyze difference between typical engineering material and 3D

printed structure, reveal specialties of 3D printed part.
3.

Measure critical energy release rate for Mode- I fracture behavior description

Figure 1.8. Project Outline.
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CHAPTER 2. APPROACH FOR STUDY OF MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

2.1
2.1.1

Introduction of Structure Used in Project
3D Printed Structure: Structure Property and Material Property

For the structure studied in this project, it is a panel with a side crack, which is 3D printed
with carbon fiber reinforced polylactide (PLA). The printed used in this research is
Series1 Pro manufactured by Type A Machine Inc., 3D printing filament (carbon fiber
reinforced PLA) is manufactured by ProtoPlant. The structure was printed with nozzle of
0.4mm diameter, nozzle temperature of 215

and printing platform temperature of 70 .

Gcode for 3D printing was generated by Slic3r, an open- source slicing software for 3D
printing.
The geometry of the sample can be demonstrated by the figure below:

Figure 2.1. Sample: Panel with a Side Crack.
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The width of the sample, excluding the extruding part for loading holes, the width of the
sample is designed to be 14mm, the height is designed to be 72mm and layer height
(thickness) of the sample is designed to be 0.45mm. These parameters were pre-defined
in CAD software UGNX, and this will differ from the dimensions measured. This affects
stress derivation and will be discussed later in this chapter.
For 3D printed structure, it is different from other structures manufactured with
engineering material. For 3D printed polymer part, even though the material (polymer)
might be isotropic, the mechanical property of 3D printed parts is known to be always of
some degree of anisotropy. This can be explained by the complexity of sub- structures in
3D printed parts.
In parts printed with desktop printers, three sub- structures that are joint together to form
the part. These three sub- structures are: wall, shell and supporting structure. Shell is used
for form the top and bottom surfaces of 3D printed part, to keep the part watertight. Wall
is used for keep the edges of the part water tight and transmit load between top and
bottom shell as well between shell and supporting structure. Supporting structure is the
part that is not fully filled by material, which is denoted by infill rate. These three
structure can be easily shown by the two compact tension specimens below:
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Figure 2.2. Compact Specimen (Left: Shell Removed, Right: Contain Shell).
So it should be obvious, that the mechanical behavior of the structure is not fully
determined by property of the material used, but it is a combination of material property
and effect of structures. This is furtherly revealed by the failure of 3D printed structures.

Figure 2.3. Hierarchy Map of 3D Printed Structure (Structure Level).
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In this research, fundamental mechanical property (fracture toughness) of 3D printed
structure is investigated by fracture experiment of panel with single side crack.
2.1.2

3D Printed Structure: Typical Failure

As material is being melted and joint to form the structure, the bonding between layers of
print is typically weak. Considering in 3D printing, polymers are typically sued, fracture
is a main reason for failure 3D printed part. Lack of experience on printing settings
including temperature and velocity can also contribute to unexpected fracture failure.
Thus, there is a need to investigate into this important but not been widely studied
behavior.
Due to the existence of sub- structures, there are several kinds of fracture depends on the
fracture location.

Figure 2.4. Fracture Behavior Sorted by Failure Location.
There are four kinds of typical fracture failures in 3D printed structure, the reason and
corresponding results are listed in the table below:
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Table 2.1. Summary of Typical Fracture Failure in 3D Printed Structure.

Location of Fracture Typical Reason of Failure
Dust and melted material
on nozzle, external
influence on first layer of
wall structure

Between wall and
support structure

Within support
structure

Between shell and
support structure
Between layers

Effect on Structure
Impair watertight property of
3D printed structure, reduce
tensile strength significantly

Typically do not influence on
Unsuitable layer height and
structure property for single
printing temperature,
defect, can create weak region
features with limited
with large amount of infill
dimension, inappropriate
pattern fracture especially for
infill pattern
features with limited dimension
Inappropriate printing
temperature and fan
setting, low infill rate
Any inappropriate printing
setting

Impair watertight property,
origination of unexpected
failure
Typically lead into structure
failure

Among all these failures due to fracture, the one happening between layers is most
commonly observed and has most significant influence on structure property. Due to
limited bonding strength between printed payers, any influence from manufacturing
environment, inappropriate printing setting, or motor gap can lead into crack generated
between single tracks, and this is a threat to the 3D printed structure.
2.2
2.2.1

Anisotropic Elasticity Theories
Material Symmetry

For a general anisotropic material, constitutive behavior can be described as:

2
2
2

∗

(2.1)
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It should be noticed that compliance matrix is a forth order tensor which can be written as
, following index transformation rule of 11 → 1,22 → 2, 33 → 3, 23 → 4, 13 →
5, 12 → 6, the forth order tensor can be written into form of matrix. Constitutive
relationship can be rewritten as:
(2.2)
Base on the transformation of tensor, suppose in a second Cartesian coordinate system,
the compliance tensor becomes

, then:
(2.3)

where

is transforming tensor, defined by:
∙

and

can also be transformed into the new coordinate system by:
,

and

(2.4)

are also related by compliance matrix in new coordinate system.

Now if consider a free body in Cartesian coordinate system:

Figure 2.5. Free Body in Cartesian Coordinate System.

(2.5)
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If the body possesses symmetry in any of the three planes (X-Y, Y-Z, X-Z), namely
material property is symmetric with respect to one of (or two, three) of these planes, then
if the body get a “reflection” of itself with respect to the plane of symmetry, there should
be no changing in compliance matrix in Equation (2.1). that is, if corresponding
transformation tensors are applied to the compliance matrix, the matrix should not
change. If combine transformation tensor into matrix form with help of engineering
notation, transformation of stress tensor can be written as:
∙
where

(2.6)

is a 6 by 6 matrix made up of transformation tensor components:
(2.7)

Similarly, transformation of strain tensor can be written as:
∙
Relation between

and

(2.8)

can be given as:
(2.9)
→

If we adopt engineering notation that

,

→

,

→

, then direction cosine

matrix can be given as:
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
1
0

0
0
1

(2.10)

0
1
0

0
0
1

(2.11)

0
0
1

(2.12)

1 0
0 1
0 0
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with superscript (i) be the indication of plane of symmetry, that is,
with respect to

is for symmetry

plane.

As orthotropic material possesses three plane of symmetry, under these three
transformations, the forth order tensor of compliance/ stiffness matrix should have no
change. With this strategy, the compliance matrix is expressed as:
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

(2.13)

0

As shown, there are only nine independent terms in the compliance matrix. If the
structure under study have three planes of symmetry, then it will have nine independent
material properties.
2.2.2

Plane Stress Assumption

For structure with small thickness, the stress state within the structure can be assumed to
be of plane stress state. A concise discussion on plane stress state is given below:
Consider a 3D body such that[10]:
(1) the body is bounded by two flat surfaces lying in the
(2) the cross section of the body is uniform in the
(3) the load is uniformly distributed in the

plane

direction

direction

(4) there are no out of plane shears on the flat faces
With these condition given, the 3D problem can be reduced to 2D problem by following
the plane strain formulations if they apply:
0,

0,

0

Then constitutive behavior for orthotropic material can be reduced to:

(2.14)
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0
0

2

0

(2.15)

2

0

It can be easily proved that items in compliance matrix are related with engineering
constants for material following the relation below:
1

,

,

1

1

,

(2.16)

The advantage of this form is that four independent material constants are directly related
with four items in compliance matrix, that is, after the compliance matrix have all four
items determined, there is a direct solution for material constants.
It should be noticed that although expression of

,

and

are used, they are not the

Young’s modulus and shear modulus as mentioned in isotropic elasticity. These
parameters do not apply to structures studied in this project, as they are of high
heterogeneity. What they represent are stiffness components of the structure and only the
expression is borrowed here.
As the thickness of the sample is much smaller compared with height and width (inplane dimension), thus it is safe to assume that the sample in this study comply with
plane stress assumption.
Now continue with the topic in last section, to prove the symmetry in 3D printed short
fiber reinforced polymer. It is obvious that for the structure shown above, there is
symmetry with respect to X-Z and Y-Z planes, due to the symmetry of printing process
for the structure of our interest. The only plane of symmetry needs to be proved for
assumption of orthotropic property is X-Y plane.
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For fiber reinforced composite, material symmetry is mostly determined by fiber
orientation distribution. In the figure below, fiber distribution is shown in 3D printed
panel used in this study:

Figure 2.6. Microstructure of Sample (Left: under x10 Lens, Right: under x100 Lens).
For both figures, the panel sample was placed in the orientation that horizontal direction
is assumed to be coincide with X axis, which is also the printing direction. It can be
found that fibers are mainly aligned in the printing direction, which also corresponds with
the observation made in reference[11], that fibers show strong tendency of being aligned in
printing direction, which is a characteristic difference between FDM and traditional
manufacturing methods for fiber reinforced composite, including injection molding. The
method in reference[12] was followed for fiber orientation evaluation, except that the
surface of sample was not polished, due to the limited aspect ratio that fiber possess in
3D printed sample. There is threat of having fiber pulled out or change fiber orientation
due to limited fiber size, especially for fibers on sample surfaces to be observed under
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microscope from polishing process. For fiber orientation evaluation, observation was
carried out for top and bottom surfaces of panel sample under optical lens with
magnificence of 100. The sample is placed in the same orientation as shown in the figure
above, orientation of 50 fibers for both surfaces were evaluated by tracking the ends of
fibers with MATLAB program.
Here an assumption is made that if the top and bottom surfaces show similar fiber
orientation distribution, then the sample possess symmetry through the thickness
direction (symmetry with respect to X-Y plane).
A common tool for evaluation of fiber orientation distribution is orientation tensor. If
fiber is denoted by a unit vector along axial direction, orientation of fiber can be
described using two parameters:

and .

Figure 2.7. Notation of Fiber Orientation.
It should be noticed that domain of

and

are different.

∈ 0,

, and

∈ 0,2 .

For description of fiber orientation distribution, orientation distribution function (ODF) is
introduced. ODF, or
in angles [ ,

is introduced that
].

is possibility of finding fibers with
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It is common that ODF is not known or difficult to be employed in practice, then
orientation tensor can be developed from ODF:
≡〈 ⨂ 〉
The subscript

denotes orientation average, and for

(2.17)
being an orientation dependent

field inside RVE, its orientation average is integral over all orientations, weighted by the
ODF:
〈

〉

∗

(2.18)

Indices in second order orientation tensor needs to obey. It is required that aij = aji, a11, a22
and a33 > 0, and also aii = 1.
In graphical representation, eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the orientation tensor can be
calculated. The eigenvectors indicate the principal directions of fiber alignment and the
eigenvalues give the statistical proportions (0 to 1) of fibers aligned with respect to those
directions.
For the sample in this study, since the sample thickness is limited, an assumption can be
made that fiber mainly remains in the X-Y plane, and one parameter
fiber orientation with domain of

,

.

can determine
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Figure 2.8. Illustration of Fiber Orientation Measurement.
As shown in the figure above (taken with lenses with object of 10x and 100x), in the
measurement, printing direction is treated as direction of X axis for orientation
distribution tensor calculation. This orientation notation is all following experiments and
data processing in this work. Based on the fibers observed under microscope, the
following components of tensor are derived for both surfaces:
0.9401
0.0269

0.0269
0.0599

0.9419 0.0037
0.0037 0.0581

(2.19)
(2.20)

From the tensors above, it can be found that both surfaces possess similar orientation
tensor, especially for diagonal components. Although off-diagonal terms display different
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signs, in both cases,

is close to 0, which denotes, that the fibers are mainly aligned

with printing direction, only slightly inclined from X axis. The percentage of difference
for diagonal terms are provided as: 0.191% for

, 3.01% for

(using values for top

as reference). To sum up, the orientation tensors of top and bottom surfaces are similar
enough to generate conclusion of X-Y plane to be plane of symmetry. To go one more
step, average length of fibers observed on both surfaces are determined to be 28.57
for top surface and 26.41

for bottom surface. The ratio of difference in length is

7.56%. Both surfaces present similar information of fiber length and orientation
distribution.
With all these discussed, the structure studied in this project can be described with
stiffness (compliance) matrix for orthotropic material with plane stress assumption.
Equation (2.15) can be used to describe behavior of samples used in this research.
2.2.3

Summary: Description of Mechanical Behavior of 3D Printed Structure

For 3D printed part, it is widely known that the mechanical behavior of it is not purely
determined by material and printing temperature, but also infill rate, infill pattern, wall
and shell thickness, etc. These parameters do not change the material property but have
significant influence on structure. Still, the behavior of structure can be described with
compliance (stiffness) matrix in elasticity. The difference is that strain and stress are
defined at a structure level, neglecting the difference in local mechanical property of
structure.
In 3D printed structure, due to the heterogeneity at macro-level, stress is not of same
magnitude within different structures on the same cross section, getting accurate result of
stress distribution requires taking limit area through the cross section and take infill into
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account, which is hard to do so. In most available research on mechanical property of 3D
printed structure, including reference[13], this is typically not pointed out, and stress/
strength analysis is simply carried out by averaging force over the area it is applied.
Here, we assume that this is an effective assumption, erasing the need for accurate stress
evaluation and complex data processing. However, this assumption is not acceptable
when there are different sub-structures in the part, especially when the infill rate is not
100%.
For the structure analyzed in this research, since it is only containing shell structure, it is
more appropriate than condition of reference[13] to assume that stress is evenly distributed
through sample cross section. This is because there is no different structures in the
sample.
And for shell structure, it is basically repeating the same pattern of single track, so
although there is heterogeneity within the single track, but there is no difference between
single tracks in shell structure and when Saint-Venant’s principle is satisfied, all single
tracks should have similar stress distribution that can be considered as the same.
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Figure 2.9. Heterogeneity within Single Track.
As shown by the figure above, for a single track, its top surface will be in continuous
region on the left and in joining region on the right, while its bottom surface will be in
joining region on the left and in continuous region on the right. Both continuous region
and joining region are formed when nozzle is turning into another direction, the
difference is whether the surface of single track is attached to an existing structure
surface, or another single track is to be laid on it.
It can be found easily that when put under tensile loading, on the cross section of X-Z
plane, continuous region will carry more load than joining region. This can also be
reflected by the size effect of this tensile sample. However, as the sample show no
difference in Y direction, and the behavior (load- displacement relation) in Y direction is
most concerned in this study, it should be a safe assumption to use cross section area of
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sample to derive a uniform stress distribution for study in structure behavior in Y
direction.
One thing needs to be pointed out is that there is always noticeable geometry error
generated by manufacturing process, and the wave edge created by continuous-joiningcontinuous-joining pattern is making is hard to determine dimension (width) of the
sample. Also, there is deviation of sample thickness. The principle of processing with this
issue in this research is as following: for the dimension error due to manufacturing
process in sample width (X direction), it is not taken into account. For sample thickness,
it is measured for each sample and the difference is not taken into account. For sample
length (Y direction), it is measured as the distance between loading blocks attached to the
sample, and this value for the sample is applied into the calculation of Young’s modulus
separately. The reasoning of these principles are reasoned as below.
(1). For sample width, as the deformation of structure measured by extensometer under
tensile loading is at macro-level, and it is not a local defined value, it should be more
suitable to use average width which is derived through integration over the axial direction
of sample to calculate sample width. It is observed from measurement that for sample
width measured at joining region, it is below the width set in CAD model, and for sample
width measured at continuous region, it is above the set value. This difference is created
by shape and dimension of nozzle. Thus using the designed sample width is a good
approximation for evaluation of mechanical property such as Young’s modulus, which is
more related with behavior of sample at structure level.
(2). For sample length, it is proportional to result of Young’s modulus with the equation
of Young’s modulus being:
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(2.21)

As the length of sample between loading blocks is uniform if sample is aligned with the
loading direction, it should be measured for each sample case by case.
(3). Sample thickness is of more complicated condition. Sample width is directly related
with compliance matrix, and it is similar with sample width, which is a variable over the
whole sample. Sample thickness is related with traveling speed and extruding speed,
which are direct input from PC- printer interface. The only error for this is from motor
control and this error is supposed to be negligible. As sample thickness differs from
location of measurement and deformation measured for compliance matrix derivation is
related with mechanical behavior in structure level, same as sample width, the thickness
used in compliance matrix calculation should be an averaged thickness derived from
integration ideally. But the integration is hard to be carried out over the whole sample,
and dimension error is negligible for thickness (result shown in next chapter), the
designed sample thickness in CAD model is taken as width of sample. The other reason
for this is that for 3D printed part, typically the dimension error is small enough and
when the structure is put to real service, typically no special inspection on geometry is
needed. Thus, it is reasonable to treat the deviation of sample thickness as a part of
deviation of mechanical property in manufacturing.
A summary of this section could be: in order to study mechanical behavior of described
sample, stress and strain can be derived over cross section of X-Z plane of sample.
Heterogeneity in X direction (continuous region and joining region) can be neglected as
for study of the structure, local behavior is less concerned. As plane stress orthotropic
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condition can be applied to the structure, Equation (2.15) can be used to describe
behavior of the structure in macro-level.
2.3

Discussion: Study of Fracture Toughness of 3D Printed Panel

There are several issues need to be take into consideration for study of fracture toughness
of 3D printed panel. This section serves as a discussion following last section, and
provides sample information for single side crack panel fracture test.
Firstly, sample dimension needs to be carefully considered. As mentioned before, the
deformation at structure level of 3D printed sample for same loading condition does not
possess the simple relationships as for the tensile samples of homogeneous materials,
which is, under same loading condition, deformation is proportional to sample length,
and of inverse proportion to cross section area. Due to the existence of joining region and
continuous region, together with the fact that size of continuous region is mostly related
with nozzle diameter but not sample size, mechanical property of 3D printed structure is
with complex relationship with sample width. Similar for sample thickness, due to
difference in temperature field in thickness direction (Z direction) and complex joining
condition between layers, mechanical property cannot be simply related with sample
thickness. The only size that possesses similar effect on structure behavior is sample
length. That also comply with the principles for dealing with sample dimensions:
measure gage region for each tensile test and use width and thickness set in CAD model
in data processing. Thus, for the panel used in research, it is of same dimension as the
sample used in tensile test for mechanical property derivation.
Secondly, for manufacturing condition, tensile specimen and panel for fracture test need
to be made under same environment. As described before, printing temperature is set to
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be 215

with bed temperature being 70 , printing (traveling) velocity is 120mm/s and

extruding speed is 55mm/s. Although printing environment is set to be the same for every
sample used in this research, there is still significant deviation of mechanical property
among samples within same group. The reason of this is discussed in next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENTS ON STRUCTURE PROPERTIES

3.1
3.1.1

Derivation of Compliance Matrix
Outline and Apparatus

The stage used in mechanical test is microtest in-situ testing modulus manufactured by
Deben Ltd., UK. The stage is a tensile stage with loading capacity of 2N. Resolution of
elongation is 0.001mm and resolution of force is 0.001N for the stage. The stage is
capable of carrying out tensile test in single direction, acquisition time is set to be 500ms.
Load is applied by a dual threaded leadscrew which is controlled by Microtest tensile
testing software coming with stage. The initial distance between blocks is 56mm and
travel distance is 20mm. Load cell used for the stage is standard miniature load cell.
BX41 Microscopes manufactured by HORIBA Ltd. with objective of 100x VIS and 10x
VIS are used for crack evaluation and sample surface observation.
To derive the full compliance matrix for a plane stress structure with property similar
with orthotropic material, at least four independent tests needed. As there are four
independent parameters shown in Equation (3.1), considering the fact that the stage can
only apply tensile loading to sample, in terms of loading condition there can only be three
different mechanical tests, which is not enough to derive full compliance matrix.

2

0
0
0

0

(3.1)
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The fourth experiment can be direct evaluation of Poisson’s ratio. The experiment
method is provided in corresponding section.
With compliance matrix is fully determined, experiment for fracture of side cracked
panel is carried out. The sample geometry and loading condition are mentioned in
corresponding section. After that, finite element method (FEM) is applied to study
fracture toughness of the sample. Behavior of the panel is discussed as well.
3.1.2

Simple Tensile Test

For the first simple tensile test, the sample mentioned in section 2.2.2 is investigated.
Dimension of the sample is: length 72mm, width 14mm, thickness 0.45mm. The infill
pattern is chosen to be linear pattern. The experiment layout is as following:

Figure 3.1. Layout of Simple Tensile Test of 3D Printed Sheet Sample.
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The sample was glue joint to the blocks, which were screw jointed to the loading cell. To
ensure that sample was perfectly aligned with loading direction, when sample was glued
to the blocks, the edge of the sample was checked whether it was aligned with the edge of
block. If the alignment is not satisfying, the sample will be discarded.
After the alignment of the sample was checked, tensile load was applied to the same with
a constant strain rate of 0.2mm/min. It should be noticed that same as any tensile test, the
loading-displacement curve will not display a perfectly defined linear relation between
loading and elongation of sample. This phenomenon can be generated due to several
facts, and from the observation in this research, it can be sorted into two groups.
(1). When the screw was fastened, friction between screws and blocks applied tensile
loading to the sample, which can be treated as initial loading. When this happens,
although the initial loading can be zeroed by data acquisition software (affiliated to the
loading stage), the actual loading still exists at the early stage. When displacement
controlled load started to be applied to the sample, there would be reading from the load
cell before any displacement was applied. The software would need to firstly have the
feedback from load cell reach actual initial loading, and then displacement controlled
load can be applied. Still, it should be pointed out that due to the gap between screw and
block threads, there will still be a toe region within a small region of deformation, but not
as significant as in second case. The method to deal with toe region is to chop it from the
curve. After the toe region has been chopped, the stress- strain curve can be derived by
processing data of load and displacement with cross section area and length of gage
region to derive stress- strain curve:
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Figure 3.2. Stress- Strain Curve for Sample with Width of 14mm.
(2). When the screw was fastened, if no significant initial tensile load was applied to the
sample, then displacement controlled load was directly applied to the sample after the
loading command was sent to the stage. Due to the gap (slack) between thread of screw
and block, there will be a plateau region before the curve display well defined linear
behavior. This plateau needs to be chopped form the curve, and measurement of stress
and strain should start from the beginning of linear region. This condition can be
represented by the figure below:
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Figure 3.3. Stress- Strain Curve for Sample with Width of 14mm.
It should be noticed that in both cases, the stress- strain curve will give similar result for
stiffness of the sample, but if plateau region is chopped from the experiment curve,
typically there will be less data points, if there is significant decrease, the corresponding
group of data should be discarded.
Corresponding to ASTM standard D638[14]and D882[15], it is needed for both cases to
remove the toe region which is not representing the property of structure. This artifact
must be compensated for to give the correct zero point on the strain or extension axis.
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Figure 3.4. Toe Compensation.
As shown in the figure above, A is the start of the curve from which initial loading or
plateau region has been removed. CD is the linear region determined by MATLAB
program (refer to Appendix A), and point B which is on the extension of line CD should
be the zero point from which stress and strain are evaluated. Similarly, when 0.2% offset
yield strength is to be evaluated, stress at point F should be used and EF needs to be of
the same slope as BD, which is 0.2% offset from BD for strain (strain increase for E from
B is 0.2%).
In this project, since we are only interested in the slope of CD (stiffness of structure) but
not strength, and it would be misunderstanding when extending the line DC to point B for
case 1, where due to existence of initial loading, point B will be of negative strain which
is unreal. Thus, the plateau, initial loading as well as toe region are all compensated in
data processing (refer to Appendix A); slope of linear region CD is used as stiffness of
structure which is later used for derivation of compliance matrix. A threshold was set for
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verify the validity of experiment data: if there is less than 10 data points for the linear
region determined by MATLAB program, then the experiment data is not valid. This is to
ensure that the plateau and initial loading is not too significant so that the linear region is
still reliable.
The same strategy is used for other mechanical tests mentioned in this project. For each
sample dimension investigated, there needs to be at least 5 groups of valid data following
ASTM D638[14]. To evaluate the deviation of stiffness, standard deviation (estimated)
shall be calculated as following:
ΣX

/

1

where X is the corresponding stiffness component to be evaluated.
A representative result for sample with width of 14mm is shown as below:

Figure 3.5. Stress- Strain Relationship of Tensile Sample (Width= 6mm).

(3.2)
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In the figure above, the red curve and blue dots represent original data (stress and strain
derived by treating point C as zero point). The green curve is fitted with minimum square
fitting. It should be noticed that theoretically the green curve should pass through origin
of coordinate system, but due to the measurement error, this is never to be achieved. The
Y intercept (stress) is provided together with stiffness of each valid experiment data in
Appendix C to verify that the error brought by least square fitting is negligible.
The flowing table displays averaged stiffness from simple tensile test with sample width
ranges from 2.5mm to 14mm.
Table 3.1. Averaged Stiffness for Tensile Sample.

Sample
Stiffness
Standard
Standard
Valid Group
Width (mm) (MPa)
Deviation (MPa) Deviation (%)
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
6
7
8
14

1994.932
1594.550
1667.380
1510.978
1433.574
1413.782
1268.539
1219.081
917.316
710.525

6
6
6
7
10
8
10
9
7
10

369.51
97.85
202.65
135.11
137.49
248.93
151.89
157.23
91.69
58.81

18.5
6.1
12.2
8.9
9.6
17.6
12.0
12.9
10.0
8.3

From the table above, we can find that stiffness of structure decrease as sample with
increases, which reveals the size effect on mechanical property in 3D printing. The size
effect can originate from two origins:
(1). Ratio of continuous region in sample. As mentioned before, continuous region should
have higher stiffness and loading capacity than joining region due to structure nature.
This can also be revealed by bending of the sheet sample where full failure can be
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observed for joining region and partial failure can be observed for joining region. Thus,
with the increase of sample width, as size of continuous region is mainly determined by
nozzle diameter, which is a set value, the stiffness of structure will decrease.
(2). Temperature for formation of joining.

Figure 3.6. Temperature of Joining Region Formation.
For the structure studied in this project, the joining region is formed at different
temperature condition. For the part of joining region adjacent to continuous region, the
joint is formed at a higher temperature, as nozzle need less time to turn back and extrude
material to form joint. For the part of joint region far from continuous region, more time
is needed for the nozzle to travel back to the position to form joint, which will be formed
at a lower temperature. With the increase of sample width, the joint region formed at low
temperature will be of a higher ratio, which will decrease the stiffness of structure.
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Besides, the significant deviation of stiffness represents the instability of 3D printer used
in this project. However, this does not necessarily to be represent the deviation of
structure property created by this printer which is to be used in real service. For the
sample used in this tensile test, it is a sheet shaped sample with a limited thickness (single
print layer). Any influence coming from the environment or the printing system will
directly influence the mechanical property of the sample. When the sample width
increases, layer number will also increase with same printing setting, and there will be a
better chance that deviation of mechanical property among layers can be eliminated by
the structure as there are numerous layers within the structure. This is also reflected by
the shear test where a 3D printed sample jaw was used. Detailed discussion is included in
corresponding section.

Figure 3.7. Illustration of Boundary Condition in Tensile Test (Y Direction).
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Based on the loading condition, we assume that the free edge of the sample (B2) is
traction free in X direction, the top and bottom edges (B1) are applied with displacement
controlled boundary condition, where uniform tensile stress (
Equation (2.15),
and

0,

) is applied. Refer to

0. The only non-zero components are

. Thus the slope of least square fitted curve is stiffness component

Thus, for the structure studied (width=14mm), the stiffness in Y direction (

.
) is

710.525MPa.
3.1.3

Simple Tensile Test (Second Direction)

For this section, it introduces the second simple tensile test, which is carried out in the
direction that is orthogonal to the previous test.
For the sample dimension, thickness is kept as 0.45mm. Length should be 14mm so that
it corresponds with sample width in previous tensile test. However, this cannot be
achieved as no reliable deformation can be generated within the loading capability of the
load cell of the stage (2N). Thus there is a need to increase sample length.
For convenience of data processing, the coordinate system used in this experiment stick
with sample orientation (use material coordinate system).
As mentioned before, there exists size effect on mechanical property of 3D printed
structure, and the size effect can come from two aspects. For continuous region, it is not
going to affect stiffness in the second (X) direction, as continuous region will not be in
the gage region which is evaluate for the stiffness. For the temperature at which joint is
formed, it is mainly related with four issues: extruding temperature, bed temperature,
environment temperature and time span for the joint formation. If the three temperatures
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are kept to be the same, condition of thermal conduction and radiation are kept to be the
same, then the only variable is time span.
(3.3)
∆
∆

∆
∆

(3.4)

Equation (3.3) is for power output of thermal radiation, where is emissivity factor (can
be treated as material variable),

is Boltzmann constant (5.670*10-8W·m-2·K-4), and T

is absolute temperature of the body in K. Equation (3.4) is for heat conduction, where ∆
is the thermal energy being transmitted via thermal conduction over ∆ , k is material's
conductivity, in W·m−1·K−1.

∆
∆

is the temperature gradient in the direction of surface

normal.
It can be found that if the temperatures are set, then all variables in Equation (3.3) and
Equation (3.4) are set, the thermal energy being transmitted to the environment is the
same for different specimen size (although specimen size will influence condition of
radiation and conductivity at the sample ends, this effect is limited). Thus, it is practical
to increase sample size (length) and printing speed at same scale, so that there can be
reliable deformation within the loading capacity of stage and the time for printing a single
track is kept the same. Still, the joints within the sample are of limited effect on the
second tensile test, as they are in the same direction of the load, which limits the
contribution from joints to the structure deformation. So it should be a reasonable
approximation to increase the sample dimension (length).
Thus, for the sample used in tensile test of second direction, the sample length is
designed to be 70mm (5 times of sample width in previous test), and printing speed is set
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to be 500% of previous printing speed. The sample width is chosen to be 5mm (to ensure
enough deformation under loading capacity).
Similar experiment layout is applied to test the sample. 10 groups of sample are tested.
Data processing strategy is kept the same as in previous section. In the following table,
the result for stiffness in X direction is shown.
Table 3.2. Averaged Stiffness for Tensile Sample (X Component).

Stiffness
(MPa)

Valid
Group

1514.939

10

Standard
Standard
Deviation (MPa) Deviation (%)
168.481

11.1

Figure 3.8. Illustration of Boundary Condition in Tensile Test (X Direction).
The boundary condition can be summarized as: for glue joint, it will form a uniform
displacement controlled boundary condition, where uniform tensile strain will be applied
(B1). Other strain component at B1 should be negligible. For the gage region (B2), the
surface is traction free, thus based on the loading condition, we assume that the free edge
of the sample is traction free in X direction, the top and bottom edge is applied with
displacement controlled boundary condition. Refer to Equation (2.15),
0. The only non-zero components are
square fitted curve is stiffness component

.

and

0,

. Thus the slope of least
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Thus, for the structure studied, the stiffness in X direction ( ) is 1514.939MPa.
3.1.4

In- Plane Shear Test

In this section, in- plane shear test is discussed and experiment result is displayed.

Figure 3.9. 3D Printed Shear Test System.
Firstly, in order to have sample gone through shear loading, a pair of jaws is 3D printed.
The cross section of the beam where sample is glue joint to is of dimension of
3mm*6mm, with length of 54mm. The block part of the jaw follows the dimension of the
blocks come with the stage. Sample for shear test is glued to the middle of beam when
being tested. The sample follows the dimension of tensile sample, with thickness of
0.45mm and width of 14mm. Due to the distance between beams, the length of the
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sample is reduced to be 62mm. Length of sample does not affect temperature filed during
manufacturing process, and should not have significant effect on mechanical property of
structure, also 62mm is close to 72mm. The layout of experiment is shown as below:

Figure 3.10. Experiment Layout of Shear Test.
For convenience of data processing, the coordinate system used in this experiment stick
with sample orientation (use material coordinate system).
For this experiment, same data processing strategy is followed as for tensile test. The
difference is that for the tensile test, the compliance of stage and blocks are negligible,
and the plateau region and toe region are only coming from sample alignment and gar
between screw threads. But for the 3D printed jaws, it is not safe to assume they are rigid
body. There is a need to study the contribution of the jaw in the total elongation captured
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by the computer. The strategy of evaluating compliance of jaws is as following: replace
shear sample with a 3D printed block with high stiffness which is of negligible
deformation under 2N. Then loading- displacement relations are compared for the same
load. The deformation of the jaw is derived from the second experiment and is subtracted
from the result from first experiment as we assume deformation in shear experiment of
block is all from contribution of the jaws.

Figure 3.11. Loading- Displacement Relation for Block Sample and Sheet Sample.
For data processing purpose, the following strategy is adopted: firstly, initial loading
(OA and OC, or plateau region if exists) is eliminated from loading- displacement curves
for both experiments, and a new zero point (A and C) is settled at the end of toe region.
Secondly, a proportional function is used to fit the new loading- displacement curve (AB
and CD, A and C has been set as zero point) for shear test of the block, as when
deformation of frame is subtracted from the corresponding deformation in shear test of
the sheet sample, the least square fitting result cannot guarantee to pass through the
origin. Thirdly, use the fitting of CD to derive displacement at corresponding load level
of AB, subtract it from AB to get the actual deformation contributes from the sheet
sample. Finally, a linear function is fit use least square fitting for modified CD.
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Figure 3.12. Illustration of Boundary Condition in Shear Test.
Based on the loading condition, we assume that the free edge of the sample is traction
free in X direction, the top and bottom edge is applied with displacement controlled
0,

boundary condition. Refer to Equation (2.15),
non-zero components are

and

0. The only

.

It should be noticed that the shear test carried out in this project is simple shear test rather
than pure shear test based on the loading condition. The stress derived in MATLAB
program is true shear stress, thus the slope of least square fitted curve of stress- strain
relation is stiffness component

.

Table 3.3. Averaged Shear Stiffness for Tensile Sample.
Stiffness
(MPa)

Valid
Group

95.926

6

Standard
Standard
Deviation (MPa) Deviation (%)
14.487

Thus, for the structure studied, the shear stiffness (
3.2

15.1

) is 95.926MPa.

Evaluation of Poisson’s Effect

The method that can be used for derivation of

is to directly measure Poisson’s ratio of

the sample. Sample used in tensile tests in Y direction is used for this measurement.
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Distance between blocks (gage region) is used as effective specimen length. Sample
width is measured, and the location of a single fiber is tracked to calculate deformation
due to Poisson’s effect. The location of evaluation for Poisson’s effect should be in the
medium part of gage region to avoid effect from glue joint.
For the stiffness of the sample, for convenience the average stiffness derived from
previous experiment can be used theoretically, but considering the deviation in
mechanical property of samples in this experiment, the stiffness of the specific sample
should be taken into calculation of Poisson’s ratio. To avoid cold hardening effect, the
sample should not be loaded twice and the slope of the load- displacement curve can be
used for derivation of the sample.
To eliminate the effect of toe region (sample alignment), the initial position of fiber is
determined when the loading- displacement curve starts to display linear behavior. The
axial strain correspondingly is used for calculation.

Figure 3.13. Digital Image Evaluation of Poisson’s Effect.
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For

, it can be derived from the relation of:
(3.12)

Based on the observation, averaged
3.3

can be calculated as 0.4423.

Comparison of Experiment Result

Due to the fact that the sample used in this experiment is of limited length of gage region
due to limitation of the load stage, there needs to be a comparison of results with
literatures.
Corresponding to manufacturer’s information, the filament used in this research is 4043D
PLA based carbon fiber reinforced filament with 15-20% volume ratio of short carbon
fibers. For the raw material 4043D PLA, based on the information provided by
NatureWorks LLC, tensile modulus is measured to be 3.6 GPa corresponding to ASTM
standard. It should be noticed that this result is different from the stiffness derived in
previous section. Also, Tymrak B. and Wittbrodt B. carried out several experiments on
3D printed 4043D PLA for investigation on influence of filament color and realistic
environment conditions on mechanical properties[16][17]. They printed with open source
RepRap 3D printer with manufacturing condition of : layer height 0.4mm, infill rate
100%, orientation of 0° and 90°, printing temperature 190 . Tensile specimen
corresponding to ASTM D638 (type 1) was manufactured and tensile test was carried out.
From their experiment, it is shown that the averaged tensile modulus for the sample is
3.28GPa. It can be found that these results are different from what we derived before, and
reasoning on this is required.
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Firstly, for the tensile stage used in this research, the loading capability is limited and
only very limited loading region can be achieved. This limited the ability to determine
stiffness of the sample. Also, although sample alignment is checked at the beginning of
load application, the stage has no capability of self- checking on sample alignment during
loading and design of alignment checking apparatus is out of the scope of the current
study. This will be done for verification of data afterwards.
Secondly, the sample used in this research is not pure PLA as used in references
mentioned above. Carbon fiber with limited aspect ratio has very limited load
transmission capability and there is possibility of it not being able to help to improve
mechanical property of the structure. Besides, due to the existence of fiber- matrix
interface, it is possible that fiber is degrading mechanical property of the part. A
comparison study is needed for this and will be added to this project.
Thirdly, the sample used in this study is a single layer sample due to the loading
capability of stage. Single layer sample will go through different temperature history as
multi-layer sample as temperature of material and printing bed will be different during
the printing process. Also, as observed in the data processing section, single layer sample
displays significant mechanical property deviation due to limited layer number. This will
also limit the accuracy of mechanical property derived in this project.
But for the mechanical test design, it should be capable of providing reliable results
within the loading capability region for material behavior description. This can be
verified by comparing mechanical test result of known material with corresponding
results from technical data sheet. Mechanical test on high density polyethylene (HDPE) is
carried out with same experimental layout as used in this project: glue joint of sample and
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loading block as well as screw joint of loading block and load cell. Similarly, the sample
alignment is checked at the beginning of experiment by verifying vertical relationship
between sample edge of gage region and loading block. Load applied to sample is
displacement controlled load with constant loading rate of 0.02mm/s, Young’s modulus
can be derived from load- displacement curve. Same data processing strategy is adopted
for processing with initial load region (initial load). Also refer to Appendix A for
derivation of Young’s modulus. The HDPE sheet is manufactured by Crown Poly, Inc.,
and thickness of sheet is 0.0075mm. It is cut into sample with width of 14mm and length
of 72mm. The sample width and gage region length is same as in previous mechanical
test for PLA sample. Averaged Young’s modulus is calculated as 723.748MPa, which
corresponding to typical Young’s modulus of HDPE of 0.8GPa[18]. This experiment can
verify the reliability of mechanical data derived from previous experiments.

Figure 3.14. Stress- Strain Curve of Tensile Test for HDPE Sheet Sample.
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CHAPTER 4. FRACTURE MECHANISM STUDY

4.1

Fracture Experiment

For the sample used in the study of fracture behavior, it is shown in the figure below. The
sample possesses same thickness, length (counting loading region) and width (for gage
region) as tensile sample used for determination of compliance matrix in last chapter.

Figure 4.1. Single Side Cracked Sheet Panel.
Except for the loaded region, width of the sample is 14mm, same as the sample studied
before. Two holes with diameter of 3.5mm are created for loading pins. The crack is
generated by placing polyethylene sheet between single tracks during printing process.
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Theoretically the sharpness of the crack should be acceptable, as thickness of the plastic
sheet used is around 0.45mm. The sharpness of the crack is also verified under
microscope.

Figure 4.2. Micrograph of the Crack-tip with Different Object Distance of Focus.

Figure 4.3. Experiment Layout of Panel Fracture Test.
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The load is still displacement controlled with loading rate of 0.2mm/min. Observation of
crack extension is made under microscope with object of 100X. To ensure there being no
initial loading to the sample as the sample is delicate, the hole for the loading pin is
designed to be of larger diameter of the loading pin, which will lead into a plateau region
before the initial region of loading- displacement curve. This plateau will be neglected for
data processing purpose.
A discussion of the typical behavior observed in the crack extension is provide below.
Result of load- displacement curves for three sample studied as well as some observation
are also provided. For the geometry of the sample, please refer to the end of this section.

Figure 4.4. Load- Displacement Curve of Sample 1 under Tensile Load.
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Figure 4.5. Load- Displacement Curve of Sample 2 under Tensile Load.

Figure 4.6. Load- Displacement Curve of Sample 3 under Tensile Load.
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Figure 4.7. Single Bridge in Crack Rear Region.

Figure 4.8. Bulk Bridge at Crack Front (Left), During Crack Propagation (Right).
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Figure 4.9. Final Fracture Behavior at Sample Edge.
(1). There will be oscillation in the loading- deformation curve, especially in the initial
loading region and the plateau in the middle. Based on the digital image captured by
microscope, there is bridge structure observed during crack extension, especially at the
beginning of crack extension. This is due to the existence of plastic sheet disturbs the
temperature filed ahead of the crack tip. From the observation, single bridge is most
related with oscillation, and bulk bridge is most related with increasing in resistance of
crack extension. Thus, it can be concluded that in order to have higher fracture resistance,
there should be less disturbance from the environment so that there can be more bulk
bridge within the structure.
(2). Due to the existence of bulk bridge, it is trivial to determine the location of crack tip.
This is especially true when comes to the end of fracture behavior where the crack tip is
approaching the sample edge. From the figure above, it can be found that when there is
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obvious crack tip opening at the sample edge, the panel still does not loss all of its
fracture resistance. Also, there is always a significant peak in loading- displacement
curve before the panel fails fully. This is mostly due to the high ratio of bulk bridge at
sample edge, which is contributed from the high temperature when the joint between
single tracks are formed. Besides, the increase of fracture surface area contributes to the
high fracture resistance here. It can be observed under the microscope that the fracture
surface is not flat surface but of curved shape, which is different from fracture surface for
intermediate section of the sample. This can be explained by the change in extruding rate
when the nozzle is about to make a change in traveling direction. The change in extruding
rate will change width of single track, which leads into formation of curved fracture
surface.

Figure 4.10. Fracture Surface for Intermediate Section of Joining Region.
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Figure 4.11. Fracture Surface Joining Region at Sample Edge.
Table 4.1. Summary of Panel Fracture Experiment.

Sample
Number
1
2
3
4.2

Initial Crack
Critical
Critical Load Peak Load
Length
Displacement
(N)
(N)
(mm)
(mm)
10.749
10.402
10.782

0.336
0.351
0.178

0.548
0.724
0.275

1.102
0.724
1.354

Finite Element Simulation for Fracture Behavior

Although it is hard to track the location of crack tip, which means it is difficult to study
fracture behavior with finite element method, it is noticed that at the beginning of crack
extension, the crack tip location is typically clear and easy to determine. Thus, there is a
possibility to compare the prediction from finite element method of behavior of initial
region in loading- displacement curve with observation from experiment to verify the
measurement of structure properties. Also, fracture toughness of plastic sheet generated
crack can be derived with numerical method such as J- contour, which can be used as
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reference to predict resistance to fracture of 3D printed structure, when there is plastic
based foreign substance in environment which can impair strength joint.
However, it should be noticed that the oscillation in the initial region of loadingdisplacement curve cannot be taken into account in the simulation, although the crack is
actually extending due to the failure of single bridge. Thus location of crack needs to be
updated when the crack reaches the first peak in the curve. This is done by placing a
polished steel block under the panel (not touching the panel). The reflection can help to
determine crack tip location when the load is about to drop. It is observed that the crack
extension during the initial loading region is negligible, which reflects that the microvoid brought into the crack tip region by the plastic sheet is constrained in a limited
region, thus it does not influence the crack length to be used in FE model.
After the crack tip location at critical loading is determined, a FE model is built in
ABAQUS by Dassault Systèmes S.A., with the following specification: material property
is defined under plane stress assumption; dimension of panel follows the dimension set in
CAD model of the panel.
It should be noticed again that the actual width of the panel is hard to determine due to
the wave edge of the sample. However, as the continuous region contributes significantly
to the sample strength and the designed width is between the width measured from the
peak and from the valley, the contribution from continuous region to the sample need to
be considered, and this also complies with the previous strategy of data processing.
Besides, it is observed that the averaged of two width values measured from peak and
valley of wave edge is approximately 14mm (designed sample width). Thus, the crack tip
location is determined with respect to the medium point of peak and valley adjacent to
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the crack extension line. Considering the wave edge will not bring in significant issue as
the fracture behavior when crack extends to the sample edge is not studied under
simulation. Thus, it should be an acceptable approximation here.
For the crack in the panel, it is modeled with a seam. The crack tip is defined as one end
of the seam and crack direction is determined by q vector of (1, 0, 0). For the seam based
crack, it has no ability of predicting the structure behavior after the crack propagates, but
with the critical loading applies, it can derive critical energy release rate for this sheet
panel with J- integral.
Suppose we define strain energy in elastic body as W, the traction on the contour as T, W
can be written as:

(3.13)
Based the work of Rice[19], the J-integral is defined as:

Γ

(3.14)

It can be proved that J- integral has contour independency and it can be used as energy
release rate. Detailed proof for is provided in reference[20].
For J-integral it is evaluated in ABAQUS with numerical method which employs
information from contour region defined with a partition. Based on the number of
contour, ABAQUS will select different elements to form the contour and carry out
calculation. Based on the contour independency of J- integral, the results derived with
different contour should be within a certain range.
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The meshing pattern used in this research is provided here: for the panel right edge A, it
is meshed with local seed size of 0.2mm-1mm (size increase as approaching sample
ends); for left edge B, it is meshed with local seed size of 0.8mm-1mm (size increase as
approaching loading pins); for crack surface C, it is meshed with local seed size of
0.2mm-0.8mm (size decreases as approaching crack tip); for crack surface D in crack rear
region and ahead of crack tip (in first contour region), it is meshed with local seed of 3
elements; for the circular partition E for crack tip, it is meshed with local seed of 12
elements, for the circular partition F for contour region, it is meshed with local seed of 32
elements; for the loading pin H, it is meshed with local seed of 16 elements. The main
body of the panel is meshed with quadrilateral dominated mesh, and meshing technique is
chosen as free. For the first contour region (region between partition E and F), it is
meshed with quadrilateral mesh, and meshing technique is chosen as free. For the crack
tip region within partition E, it is meshed with free triangle mesh. The partition E is with
diameter of 0.4mm and partition F is with diameter of 1.2mm.
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Figure 4.12. Finite Element Model of Single Side Cracked Panel.
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Figure 4.13. Fine mesh zone of Crack Tip Region.
For loading applied on the panel, it is modeled with MPC beam constraint. The center of
the hole for loading pin is selected as a reference point (RP), and the reference point is
constrained to the surface of the hole. The boundary condition is directly applied to the
reference points from where it is transmitted to the constrained surface. As the dynamic
issue is not having significant influence on the simulation result, no special control on the
displacement is needed. For the three simulations, corresponding critical displacement of
the loading pin captured by computer is used as loading (boundary condition) of the FE
model.
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Figure 4.14. Displacement Controlled Boundary Condition and Constraint.

Figure 4.15.

Distribution at Critical Loading Condition of Sample 1.
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Figure 4.16.

Distribution at Crack Tip Region under Critical Loading (Sample 1).

Figure 4.17. Loading- Displacement Curve of Sample 1.
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Figure 4.18. Energy Release Rate from J- Integral for Sample 1.

Figure 4.19.

Distribution at Critical Loading Condition of Sample 2.
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Figure 4.20.

Distribution at Crack Tip Region under Critical Loading (Sample 2).

Figure 4.21. Loading- Displacement Curve of Sample 2.
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Figure 4.22. Energy Release Rate from J- Integral for Sample 2.

Figure 4.23.

Distribution at Critical Loading Condition of Sample 3.
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Figure 4.24.

Distribution at Crack Tip Region under Critical Loading (Sample 3).

Figure 4.25. Loading- Displacement Curve of Sample 3.
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Figure 4.26. Energy Release Rate from J- Integral for Sample 3.
Table 4.2 Summary of Energy Release Rate from J- Integral.
Critical Energy
Sample Number

1

2

3

Contour Number

Release Rate ( /

1

0.026775

2

0.024604

3

0.023635

1

0.119333

2

0.120246

3

0.119926

1

0.146996

2

0.148616

3

0.148198

)
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From the simulation result shown above, it can be found that the critical loading
corresponding to critical displacement of loading pins derived from simulation generally
agrees with the experimental result. This can justify the rationality of the strategies of
processing with experimental data and use structure parameter as homogenized material
property to be used for study of structure behavior. It can be found that except for sample
3, all other 2 samples display similar results for numerical analysis and experiment on
initial load region. The error for sample 3 may come from the obvious single bridge
failure during the initial load region. Critical energy release rate for PLA compact tension
sample prepared at annealing temperature of 70

for 3h without craze formation is

measured to be 2.2KJ/m , and the result[21] is different from the result derived from our
simulation. This may come from several facts about the experiment: firstly, the sample
used in this experiment is not a standard sample and the property derived cannot be used
as material property, it is mainly used to show the outline of some research with value in
future; secondly, for single layer structure, it has much deviation in mechanical property,
and temperature filed is different from multi-layer sample; thirdly, the sample used in this
research is 3D printed, which is different from the sample used for comparison (injection
molded), and manufacturing temperature is also different due to methods applied,
fourthly, strength of joint is expected to be significantly lower than strength of solid
material. Besides, as known, stress distribution is not uniform in 3D printed structure and
it will be of unique distribution at crack tip especially. Evaluation of role of stress field
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on fracture behavior with help of Raman microscopy will be the future work as for this
part of project.
Despite of the differences of two experiments that can lead into the contrast of critical
energy release rate derived, there are also several limitations in this project that can lead
into error. Firstly, the initial crack length is high considering the sample width, and this
design is due to limited loading capacity of stage. High initial crack length can lead into
compression at sample edge, which may influence stress distribution at crack tip. It is
also seen from FEA stress contour that compressive region is not ideally far from crack
tip and this will influence contour integration result. In addition, the limited loading
capability limits the ability to get full picture of material behavior. It would be worthy of
testing with different crack length, sample thickness and with load cell of higher loading
capability and this will also be a part to additional work to be carried out.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS

With numerous polymer based composite being used in engineering structure in
aerospace and automobile engineering, there is a need to expand the variety of
manufacturing methods that can be used to process polymer materials.
Industry has been struggling with manufacturing of structures and parts with complicated
geometry, and need of personalized manufacturing is keep increasing these days. There is
a drastic need of time and cost effective manufacturing method that is suitable for
manufacturing parts that most information is provided through CAD model. Since late
20th century, there has been emergence of new additive manufacturing techniques, and
one of the most used technique, fused deposition molding (FDM), has been increasingly
mature. However, the mechanism of failure and issues that affects mechanical property of
the structure have seldom been investigated, which leaves a blind area for the application
of FDM.
In this thesis, the strength of thermo-plastic polymer is discussed, and short carbon
reinforced PLA is selected as the material to be used for structure to study. The idea of
using stiffness components as homogenized material property to study structure behavior
is proposed. Typical failures observed in 3D printed structure are discussed and the
fracture in shell structure is proposed for investigation. For this purpose, a panel with
single side crack is designed and tensile specimens for structure property quantification
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are designed to simplify the description of structure property, orthotropic behavior is
introduced and by investigation on printing pattern and fiber orientation distribution, it is
verified that the structure possess symmetry in three orthotropic planes. This reduces
independent material (structure) needed to construct the compliance (stiffness) matrix to
9. Furthermore, with limited sample thickness, plane stress assumption can be applied to
the samples tested in this research, which reduces the independent parameters in
compliance matrix to four.
Four mechanical tests are designed for the two tensile specimens. Before carrying out
tensile test, to verify that there is a need to use sample with appropriate dimension for
description of the structure to be investigated, a series of tensile specimens with different
width are tested under same loading condition. It can be found that with different
dimension, 3D printed structure can be of different mechanical property. This reveals that
for study of 3D printed parts and structure, standard sample may not be used and it is
necessary that the sample used for quantification of mechanical property has similar
(equivalent) geometry as the structure or part to be studied.
For the mechanism of size effect on mechanical property, it can be sorted into two
groups: ratio of continuous region and joining region; temperature field for joining region
formation. These factors actually can reveal the mechanism of formation of mechanical
property in 3D printed structure and worth further investigation.
From quantification of Poisson’s ratio, it can be found that the tensile test of 45° oriented
sample provides unexpected result of Poisson’s ratio. This can be explained from two
aspects: orientation of continuous region does not coincide with axial direction of sample,
which leads into difference in ratio of continuous region compared with tensile sample;
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single track with limited length possess different mechanical property and will contribute
to deformation measured.
To derive the last component in compliance matrix, microscope observation is used for
determination of Poisson’s ratio, to eliminate the effect of sample and block alignment,
measurement is started after the toe region in loading- displacement curve. We observed
that for 3D printed single layer sheet structure, it is of high Poisson’s ratio, which is
related with the structure pattern.
After the determination of compliance matrix, fracture of single side cracked sheet panel
is studied. It is observed that there is significant bridging behavior during crack
extension, and there typically exists a loading peak when the crack tip approaches sample
edge. Image from microscope is used to look into these phenomena.
Finally, finite element model is used to verify the strategy of using structure parameter
(stiffness) to derive components in compliance matrix and use the compliance matrix as
property of homogenized material. It can be found that the reaction force (critical
loading) at critical loading pin displacement derived from simulation generally agree with
experimental result, especially considering the deviation in mechanical property observed
from tensile test. Critical energy release rate for the specific sample can be determined
with J- integral.
Further study can be carried out on the relation between manufacturing parameters and
mechanical behavior of structure manufactured under that setting, mechanism of fracture
in 3D printed structure and fracture behavior for multi-layer structure.
The contribution of this work can be summarized into the following aspects:
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(1). Proved the justification of using structure parameter (stiffness) to derive
homogenized material property for 3D printed structure by comparing numerical
prediction of tensile test from finite element analysis and experimental result.
(2). Pointed out size effect on structure property of 3D printed structure. Qualitatively
analyzed initiation of size effect. This observation will assist design of standard specimen
used for prediction of structure behavior.
(3). Evaluated Poisson’s effect with digital imaging. This can help avoid inappropriate
usage of anisotropic elasticity in 3D printed structure with different orientations.
(4). Carried out observation of fracture mechanisms for 3D printed sheet panel. Rich
observation including bridge behavior and high fracture resistance at joining region ends
can help further study on fracture behavior.
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Appendix A. MATLAB Program for Tensile Test Data Processing
clear all
clc
thickness=14;
A=0.45*thickness;
L=56;
fid = fopen('filename*.csv');
dcells = textscan(fid, '%f, %f, %f, %*[^\n]', 'HeaderLines', 20);
fclose(fid);
datasize=size(dcells{1});
datasize=datasize(1,1);
elongation=dcells{2};
force=dcells{3};
slope=[];
signal=0;
for i=1:datasize-10
if signal==0
for count=1:datasize-i
slope(count)=(force(i+count)-force(i))/(elongation(i+count)elongation(i))*56/13.5/0.45;
end
if abs(max(slope)-min(slope))<0.5*max(slope) && slope(1)<2000 &&
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slope(1)>0.8*slope(2)
position=i
signal=1;
else
slope=[];
end
end
end
for i=1:datasize-position
elongation(position+i)=elongation(position+i)-elongation(position);
force(position+i)=force(position+i)-force(position);
end
force(position)=0;
elongation(position)=0;
linelongation=elongation(position:datasize,:);
linforce=force(position:datasize,:);
linsigma=linforce/A;
linepsilon=linelongation/L;
force=force(position:datasize,:);
elongation=elongation(position:datasize,:);
sigma=force/A;
epsilon=elongation/L;
poly=polyfit(linepsilon,linsigma,1)
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fitresult=polyval(poly,linepsilon);
plot(epsilon,sigma,'r', linepsilon,fitresult,'g',linepsilon,linsigma,'o','LineWidth',2)
axis([0 3.5*10^-3 0 0.9])
set(gca,'fontsize',15)
xlabel('Strain')
ylabel('Stress/MPa')
legend('experimental stress- strain curve','linearized stress- strain relation','experiment
data of linear region')
fileID = fopen('result-TENSILE.txt','at');
fprintf(fileID,'Slope %8.4f intersection %5.4f\n',poly);
fclose('all');
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Appendix B. MATLAB Program for Shear Test Data Processing
clear all
clc
thickness=14;
A=0.45*thickness;
L=56;
fidblock = fopen('filename.csv');
dcellsblock = textscan(fidblock, '%f, %f, %f, %*[^\n]', 'HeaderLines', 20);
fclose(fidblock);
datasizeblock=size(dcellsblock{1});
datasizeblock=datasizeblock(1,1);
elongationblock=dcellsblock{2};
forceblock=dcellsblock{3};
slopeblock=[];
signalblock=0;
for i=1:datasizeblock-10
if signalblock==0
for count=1:datasizeblock-i
slopeblock(count)=(forceblock(i+count)-forceblock(i))/(elongationblock(i+count)elongationblock(i))*56/5/0.45;
end
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if abs(max(slopeblock)-min(slopeblock))<0.5*max(slopeblock) &&
slopeblock(1)<4000 && slopeblock(1)>0.5*slopeblock(2)
positionblock=i
signalblock=1;
else
slopeblock=[];
end
end
end
for i=1:datasizeblock-positionblock
elongationblock(positionblock+i)=elongationblock(positionblock+i)elongationblock(positionblock);
forceblock(positionblock+i)=forceblock(positionblock+i)-forceblock(positionblock);
end
forceblock(positionblock)=0;
elongationblock(positionblock)=0;
forceblock=forceblock(positionblock:datasizeblock,:);
elongationblock=elongationblock(positionblock:datasizeblock,:);
blockresult= fit(elongationblock,forceblock,'a*x');
blockresult
plot(blockresult)
plotblock=plot(blockresult,'b',elongationblock,forceblock,'r');
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set(plotblock(1),'linewidth',2);
set(plotblock(2),'linewidth',2);
axis([0 0.2 0 2])
set(gca,'fontsize',15)
xlabel('Elongation/ mm')
ylabel('Tensile Load/ N')
legend('experimental loading- elongation curve','linearized loading- elongation
relation','experiment data of linear region')
fileID = fopen('result-shear.txt','at');
fprintf(fileID,blockresult);
fclose('all');
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Appendix C. Least Square Fitting Result of Tensile Test
Table C.1. Summary of Least Square Fitting in Tensile Test
Sample Number

Stiffness (MPa)

Intersection (MPa)

1

676.3736

0.0022

2

697.1032

-0.0025

3

662.0742

-0.0045

4

683.9885

-0.0136

5

726.3539

0.001

6

666.7019

-0.0127

7

742.4924

-0.0054

8

739.8636

-0.0045

9

796.3217

-0.0034

10

713.9736

-0.0022

From the table above, it can be found that for then tensile test, stiffness of structure
generally agrees with each other.

